Italian Street Food Festival 2021: let’s enjoy in Berlin the best
Italian street food from North to South
Arrosticini, caponata, octopus burger, bruschette with “fave e cicoria”, panzerotti, shrimp
skewers, arancini, pizza “al portafoglio” exactly like in Naples, porchetta, focaccia with
salsiccia, pistachio cannoli, ice cream, granita, bigné… All these specialties and many more
will be protagonists of the third edition of the Italian Street Food Festival taking place on July
24th and 25th at the Osthafen Berlin (Alt Stralau 1-2). In 2019 the event attracted over 6.000
visitors which made it the biggest Italian street food event ever organised in Germany (in
2020 the event didn’t happen because of the Covid restrictions). This year, for everyone’s
safety, visitors have to show at the entrance a negative test result and register via Luca or
Corona App. Moreover, thanks to the partnership with SumUp, a Berlin company that gives
fast and economical solutions for paying by card, at each stand it will be possible to pay
contactless.
The event. The festival will host 15 stands and food trucks. Some of the most famous Italian
restaurateurs in Berlin are involved, such as Trattoria Muntagnola, Duo Sicilian Ice Cream,
Zum Heiligen Teufel, Focacceria San Francesco, Kuchen von Gaia and also a stand coming
directly from Frankfurt but offering 100% Apulian specialties (La Frisa Fra). All of them are
part of the True Italian network founded by Berlino Magazine. Beside food and drinks, the
event will also offer music powered by different Italian djs in Berlin. The entrance will cost 3
€ but it’s free for kids under 12. While visiting the event you can also participate in an
Instagram photo contest with a top first prize: a 3-days stay for two people in the 5 stars hotel
Grand Hotel Wagner in Palermo, Italian capital of street food.
The True Italian project. True Italian is a network that aims to preserve authentic Italian
restaurants in Germany through its brand, as well as a number of other initiatives and events
held throughout the year. True Italian is shaped around all of those people representing Italian
cuisine, who show their passion in spreading the culture of “good eating”, starting from the
product selection. At the moment over 300 places in Germany are part of the network, most
of them in Berlin where the project was born in 2015.
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Participants and specialities
BBQ Fraktion: Burger/Piadina with Pulled Pork and Burger/Piadina with Pastrami
CaffeIn: Coffee specialities
Crescioni: Crescioni (a sort of piadina filled with ham or vegetables)
Duo Sicilian Ice Cream: Ice cream, Granita
Focacceria San Francesco: Different types of arancini, “pane e panelle”, different flavours of
cannoli
Isola Italia: Arrosticini, bruschette and different types of sandwiches (vegetarian too)
Kuchen von Gaia: Bignè, tiramisù, cannoli
La Frisa Fra: Rustici salentini, friselle, orecchiette, sweet pasticciotti
Manifestaurant: Grilled prawns
MedEATerannean Trip: Octopus burger, stuffed focaccia (vegetarian too) and sweets
Muntagnola: Caponata (also Vegan), Meatballs with sauce (vegetarian too), Tagliere Lucano
(charcuterie and cheese from Basilicata)
Paisà: Fresh pasta with ragout, pesto, truffle sauce and more
Partenope: Neapolitan fried food
Spaccanapoli Nr. 12: Pizza and pizza al portafoglio
Zum heiligen Teufel: Panzerotti with various fillings
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